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Abstract

Sleep disturbances have been shown to affect patients with various neurological diseases, including Huntington’s disease (HD). 
We therefore aimed to develop a sleep questionnaire that could be used by clinicians to help identify sleep disturbances in 
patients with the disease.

Design
A detailed questionnaire was used that was modelled on recent sleep questionnaires used for Parkinson’s disease patients, and 
developed after consultation with sleep specialists. This questionnaire contained 45 questions that focused on different sleep-
related issues such as duration, quality of sleep, abnormal nocturnal behaviour and quality of life.

Setting
Questionnaires were either completed in the home environment or in clinic.

Participants
66 patients, 38 carers and 60 non-carers were recruited.

Measurements & Results
Various sleep-related difficulties were identified in a significantly greater proportion of HD patients compared to control subjects, 
with both quality and quantity of sleep being affected.

Conclusions
Disturbed sleep in HD may contribute towards the deterioration of the patient’s ability to do activities of daily living and have a 
significantly deleterious effect on the quality of life of both patients and carers. This simple questionnaire should aid the clinician 
by providing subjective insight into the patient’s sleep patterns that could enable more effective, individual-specific treatment to 
be instigated and ultimately improve quality of life.
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Introduction

Sleep deficits in humans can cause serious neurological problems [1] and conversely, patients with neurodegenerative diseases 
such as Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s disease often develop serious sleep disturbances [2][3][4][5] although the nature of the 
abnormalities appears to vary between diseases. Such disturbances can not only seriously affect the quality of life of the patient, 
carer and family [1] but can result in cognitive impairment, inattentiveness, poor memory, mood disorders and an increased risk 
of accidents [6][7] and institutionalisation. Therefore identifying abnormalities in sleep patterns could significantly impact on the 
optimal management of such patients.

Huntington’s disease (HD) is an autosomal dominant neurodegenerative condition that affects approximately 1/20,000 
individuals and runs a progressive course over 15-20 years, until death. The main symptomatology is a triad of motor 
disturbances (primarily hyperkinesis), cognitive decline, and psychiatric symptoms, with the primary pathology in early disease 
being the selective degeneration of medium spiny neurons of the striatum [8][9] However as the disease progresses, 
neurodegeneration becomes increasingly widespread and extends to other brain regions including the hypothalamus [9][10], 
which may in turn lead to the expression of more poorly-characterised features of the disease such as weight loss and sleep 
disturbances [4][11].

In this last respect, polysomnography sleep studies have provided evidence of a progressively worsening sleep disorder in HD 
[12][13], with awake electroencephalograms (EEGs) of HD patients showing a gradual slowing and diminution of amplitude as 
the disease progresses [14][15][16]. Disturbances in the stages of sleep in HD varies with disease stage [12][16][17][18], but in 
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routine clinical practice, is rarely taken into account in the measurement and assessment of patients with this condition.

Therefore we have set about trying to assess the extent of the sleep problems in HD, using a simple questionnaire.

Materials & Methods

We classified the extent and variety of the sleep-related changes that occur in HD using a descriptive cross-sectional study of 
patients (covering all stages of the disease) attending our HD clinic.

Questionnaire design

A detailed questionnaire was used (Appendix 1) that was modelled on recent sleep questionnaires used for Parkinson’s disease 
patients, and developed after consultation with Dr. Gregory Stores (University of Oxford) and the Respiratory Support and Sleep 
Centre at Papworth Hospital, Cambridgeshire. This questionnaire contained 45 questions that focused on different sleep-related 
issues such as duration, quality of sleep, abnormal nocturnal behaviour and quality of life.

Subjects

Over a six month period, patients at all stages of the disease attending the Brain Repair Centre (BRC) HD clinic were given the 
BRC HD Sleep Questionnaire to complete independently (n = 66). Patients who were on sleep related medication were not 
included in the final analysis (n = 8).

Two age and sex-matched control groups were used; (a) the first group was drawn from the immediate family of the patients, or 
their carer/s accompanying patients attending the clinic (n = 38); (b) a second group was made up from general members of the 
public who were associated with the University of Cambridge but were not associated with the patients, ie. ‘non-carers’ (n = 60). 
All responding patients completed the questionnaire independently, without carer help.

Scoring system

To make this questionnaire more convenient for clinical use, a scoring system was required producing a total points score that 
would give the clinician an indication of the level of sleep disturbance in the assessed patient. After the data had been analysed, 
a scoring system for the questionnaire was devised, allocating either 0, 1 or 2 points depending on the question.

Some questions were scored because they were significantly different in patients compared to control subjects were 1, 7, 8-11, 
14, 15, 18, 19, 24, 27, 28 and 34. These were allocated a score of 1 point. Two questions that were not significantly different in 
this study were included in the scoring because previous studies 17 had shown statistically significant differences in the 
parameter (Questions 4 and 6). For Question 4, answering ‘?3 hours’ or ‘?11 hours’ scored 2 points, answering ‘4 hours’ and ‘10 
hours’ scored 1 point. In Question 5, answering ‘2+ hours’ scored 2 points, answering ‘1 hour’ scored 1 point. In Question 6, 
answers of ‘6+ times’ scored 2 points, while answers of ‘4 times’ and ‘5 times’ scored 1 point. A total of 16 scored questions 
were therefore used, with a maximum total score of 19 points (see Appendix 2).

Questions 12 (a-k and m-p), 13, 16, 20-23, 25, 26, 29 (a,c,e,h), 30-33, 35 and 39 were excluded from the questionnaire scoring 
system because they were not significantly different between groups. Some components of Question 29 (b,d,f,g,i,j) were 
significantly different between patients and control subjects but were not used because they do not describe disturbed sleep and 
their response opposites, i.e. ‘restless’ ‘interrupted’, ‘dreamless’, ‘short’ and ‘light’ did not achieve significant results. Further, 
although Questions 2, 12 (l), 17, 36-38, 40 and 41 were significantly different, they were not used. They were omitted because 
with hindsight, either the question was considered to be ambiguous or, although the question provided additional informative 
details about the patient, it didn’t provide information relevant to sleep and/or disturbance in it.

The scoring system was validated by retrospectively calculating each respondent’s total HD sleep score.

Analysis

For analysis, control subjects were grouped as ‘carers’, ‘non-carers’ or as ‘combined’ control group which comprised of all the 
subjects from the carer and non-carer groups. Since the carer control group was made up of partners and family members, it is 
likely that there is a higher frequency of disturbed sleep in this group than in the non-carer group. For this reason, the non-carer 
control group was considered to be more representative of the general population and was therefore used for most statistical 
comparisons made during the analysis.

Data were analysed using chi-square tests and the Fisher-exact test when the frequency of individuals answering questions fell 
below five. A critical value for significance of p < 0.05 was used for all studies. Data were expressed as mean ± standard 
deviation unless stated otherwise.

Results
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The demographic data of patients and control subjects were not significantly different between any of the groups, Table 1.

Table 1. Demographic data for subjects used in the sleep disturbance questionnaire study.

Sex Mean age TFC UHDRS MMSE BDI

Group M/F years

Controls – non-carers 24/36 51 (35-71) – – – –

carers 23/15 61 (33-80) – – – –

Patients – all 32/34 52.7 (27-74) 8.3 (2-13) 27.2 (0-65) 25.9 (16-30) 6.6 (0 – 22)

with TFC (>8) 19/13 51.6 (27-69) 11.6 (9-13) 15.2 (0-35) 27.5 (23-30) 6.2 (0-22)

(5-8) 8/12 52.6 (30-74) 6.9 (5-8) 33.2 (6-55) 25.2 (16-30) 7.2 (0-19)

(<5) 5/9 55.4 (39-73) 2.9 (2-4) 46.1 (22-65) 23.1 (19-27) 6.7 (0-19)

Abbreviations: BDI, Beck Depression Inventory; F, female; M, male; MMSE, mini mental state examination; TFC, total functional 
capacity; UHDRS, Unified Huntington’s Disease Rating Scale; “-” information not available. All data are mean (range).

Respondents, both patients and control subjects, did not always answer all of the questions. Significant differences were found 
between patients and carers (in 12 questions), non-carer control groups (in 24 questions), and the combined control group (in 
23 questions) (see Table 2).

Table 2. Significant results from sleep questionnaire showing responses in patients (n = 66), carer controls (n = 38), non-carer 
controls (n = 60) and combined controls (n = 98). p-values are given in brackets. * p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.

Sleep Questionnaire – Significant Responses

Patients Carers Non-Carers Combined

“Yes” number (%) of responses (p-value <)

2. What time do you normally wake up? 07.50 07.10 (0.01)** 07.06 (0.001)*** 07.07 (0.001)***

5. Time taken to fall asleep?

One hour or more 23.5 5.3 (0.02) * 8.3 (0.03)* 7.1 (0.01)**

7. Sleep changed over 5 years?

I need more sleep 35.3 10.5 (0.01)** 20 (0.05)* 16.3 (0.01)**

8. Have difficulty falling asleep at night? 35.3 18.4 (0.07) 11.7 (0.01)** 14.3 (0.01)**

9. Have difficulty staying asleep at night? 33.8 18.4 (0.09) 13.3 (0.01)** 15.3 (0.01)**

10. Wake up for long periods during the night? 29.4 15.8 (0.12) 15.0 (0.05)* 15.3 (0.03)*

11. Wake up early in the morning, unable to 
return to sleep?

35.3 36.8 (0.87) 16.7 (0.02)* 24.5 (0.13)

14. Repeated jerking/twitching of arms or legs 
during sleep?

33.8 2.6 (0.001)*** 10 (0.001)*** 7.1 (0.001)***

15. Painful muscle cramps in arms/legs that 
wake you up?

25 18.4 (0.44) 5 (0.01)** 10.2 (0.01)**

17. Wander about at night? 11.8 7.9 (0.74) 1.7 (0.04)* 4.1 (0.07)

18. Get very agitated at night? 17.6 2.6 (0.03)* 5 (0.03)* 4.1 (0.01)**

19. Get up a lot to go to the toilet at night? 33.8 31.6 (0.81) 16.7 (0.03)* 22.4 (0.11)

24. Fidget a lot in bed? 60.3 26.3 (0.001)*** 15 (0.001)*** 19.4 (0.001)***

27. ‘Act out’ dreams eg. punch or shout while 
asleep?

11.8 0 (0.05)* 5 (0.22) 3.1 (0.03)*

28. Injure yourself or others while dreaming? 7.4 0 (0.16) 0 (0.06) 0 (0.01)**

29. b)How would you describe your sleep: 
Deep

38.2 55.3 (0.09) 63.3 (0.01)** 59.2 (0.01)**

d) Long 29.4 63.2 (0.001)*** 55 (0.01)** 58.2 (0.001)***
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8. Have difficulty falling asleep at night? 35.3 18.4 (0.07) 11.7 (0.01)** 14.3 (0.01)**

9. Have difficulty staying asleep at night? 33.8 18.4 (0.09) 13.3 (0.01)** 15.3 (0.01)**

10. Wake up for long periods during the night? 29.4 15.8 (0.12) 15.0 (0.05)* 15.3 (0.03)*

11. Wake up early in the morning, unable to 
return to sleep?

35.3 36.8 (0.87) 16.7 (0.02)* 24.5 (0.13)

14. Repeated jerking/twitching of arms or legs 
during sleep?

33.8 2.6 (0.001)*** 10 (0.001)*** 7.1 (0.001)***

15. Painful muscle cramps in arms/legs that 
wake you up?

25 18.4 (0.44) 5 (0.01)** 10.2 (0.01)**

17. Wander about at night? 11.8 7.9 (0.74) 1.7 (0.04)* 4.1 (0.07)

18. Get very agitated at night? 17.6 2.6 (0.03)* 5 (0.03)* 4.1 (0.01)**

19. Get up a lot to go to the toilet at night? 33.8 31.6 (0.81) 16.7 (0.03)* 22.4 (0.11)

24. Fidget a lot in bed? 60.3 26.3 (0.001)*** 15 (0.001)*** 19.4 (0.001)***

27. ‘Act out’ dreams eg. punch or shout while 
asleep?

11.8 0 (0.05)* 5 (0.22) 3.1 (0.03)*

28. Injure yourself or others while dreaming? 7.4 0 (0.16) 0 (0.06) 0 (0.01)**

29. b)How would you describe your sleep: 
Deep

38.2 55.3 (0.09) 63.3 (0.01)** 59.2 (0.01)**

d) Long 29.4 63.2 (0.001)*** 55 (0.01)** 58.2 (0.001)***

The demographic data of patients and control subjects were not significantly different between any of the groups, Table 1.

Table 1. Demographic data for subjects used in the sleep disturbance questionnaire study.

Sex Mean age TFC UHDRS MMSE BDI

Group M/F years

Controls – non-carers 24/36 51 (35-71) – – – –

carers 23/15 61 (33-80) – – – –

Patients – all 32/34 52.7 (27-74) 8.3 (2-13) 27.2 (0-65) 25.9 (16-30) 6.6 (0 – 22)

with TFC (>8) 19/13 51.6 (27-69) 11.6 (9-13) 15.2 (0-35) 27.5 (23-30) 6.2 (0-22)

(5-8) 8/12 52.6 (30-74) 6.9 (5-8) 33.2 (6-55) 25.2 (16-30) 7.2 (0-19)

(<5) 5/9 55.4 (39-73) 2.9 (2-4) 46.1 (22-65) 23.1 (19-27) 6.7 (0-19)

Abbreviations: BDI, Beck Depression Inventory; F, female; M, male; MMSE, mini mental state examination; TFC, total functional 
capacity; UHDRS, Unified Huntington’s Disease Rating Scale; “-” information not available. All data are mean (range).

Respondents, both patients and control subjects, did not always answer all of the questions. Significant differences were found 
between patients and carers (in 12 questions), non-carer control groups (in 24 questions), and the combined control group (in 
23 questions) (see Table 2).

Table 2. Significant results from sleep questionnaire showing responses in patients (n = 66), carer controls (n = 38), non-carer 
controls (n = 60) and combined controls (n = 98). p-values are given in brackets. * p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.
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“Yes” number (%) of responses (p-value <)
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One hour or more 23.5 5.3 (0.02) * 8.3 (0.03)* 7.1 (0.01)**

7. Sleep changed over 5 years?

I need more sleep 35.3 10.5 (0.01)** 20 (0.05)* 16.3 (0.01)**

8. Have difficulty falling asleep at night? 35.3 18.4 (0.07) 11.7 (0.01)** 14.3 (0.01)**

9. Have difficulty staying asleep at night? 33.8 18.4 (0.09) 13.3 (0.01)** 15.3 (0.01)**

10. Wake up for long periods during the night? 29.4 15.8 (0.12) 15.0 (0.05)* 15.3 (0.03)*
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17. Wander about at night? 11.8 7.9 (0.74) 1.7 (0.04)* 4.1 (0.07)

18. Get very agitated at night? 17.6 2.6 (0.03)* 5 (0.03)* 4.1 (0.01)**

19. Get up a lot to go to the toilet at night? 33.8 31.6 (0.81) 16.7 (0.03)* 22.4 (0.11)

24. Fidget a lot in bed? 60.3 26.3 (0.001)*** 15 (0.001)*** 19.4 (0.001)***

27. ‘Act out’ dreams eg. punch or shout while 
asleep?

11.8 0 (0.05)* 5 (0.22) 3.1 (0.03)*

28. Injure yourself or others while dreaming? 7.4 0 (0.16) 0 (0.06) 0 (0.01)**

29. b)How would you describe your sleep: 
Deep

38.2 55.3 (0.09) 63.3 (0.01)** 59.2 (0.01)**

d) Long 29.4 63.2 (0.001)*** 55 (0.01)** 58.2 (0.001)***
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f) Many dreams 19.1 34.2 (0.08) 43.3 (0.01)** 39.8 (0.01)**

g) Uninterrupted 26.5 42.0 (0.10) 46. (0.02)* 44. (0.02)*

i) Still 17.6 52.6 (0.001)*** 60 (0.001) *** 57.1 (0.001)***

34. Find you are awake at night but asleep 
during the day?

16.8 2.6 (0.05)* 1.7 (0.01) ** 2.0 (0.01) **

36. Take treatment for a medical condition? 47.1 28.9 (0.07) 25 (0.01) ** 26.5 (0.01) **

37. Take treatment for a psychiatric problem? 13.2 0 (0.03) * 0 (0.01) ** 0 (0.001)***

38. Smoke tobacco? 22.1 7.9 (0.10) 1.7 (0.001)*** 4.1 (0.001)***

40. Go outdoors everyday or most days? 64.7 92.1 (0.01)** 91.7 (0.001)*** 91.8 (0.001)***

41. Are you being treated for a sleep problem? 11.8 2.6 (0.15) 1.7 (0.04)* 2.0 (0.02)*

Questions were grouped for convenience into themed subcategories. These were quality of sleep (Questions 4-12, 29, 34) 
motor activity (Questions 14, 15, 17, 24) abnormal nocturnal behaviour (Questions 27, 28) and other aspects of disturbed sleep 
(Questions 13, 16, 18, 19, 21-23, 25, 26, 30-33, 35-41).

Quality of Sleep

A significantly greater proportion of HD patients compared to control subjects reported; difficulty in (i) falling asleep (?2 (1) = 9.7, 
p < 0.01); (ii) maintaining sleep (?2 (1) = 7.3, p < 0.01); (iii) taking an hour or more to get to sleep (?2 (1) = 5.4, p < 0.05); (iv) 
needing ‘more sleep’ over the past 5 years (?2 (1) = 3.7, p < 0.05); (v) being awake for long periods during the night (?2 (1) = 
3.8, p < 0.05); (vi) ‘often’ being awake at night but asleep during the day (?2 (1) = 7.9, p < 0.01) and (vii) waking up early in the 
morning, unable to go back to sleep (?2 (1) = 5.7, p < 0.05), compared to non-carer control subjects. The patient mean (range) 
Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) score was ‘minimal’ according to the BDI criteria, at 6.9 (0 – 24) and it is therefore unlikely that 
depression was influencing sleep in the majority of individuals. Unfortunately the BDI was not administered to control subjects in 
parallel to the sleep questionnaire; therefore the extent to which depression is affecting the scores of control subjects is 
unknown. Fewer patients described their sleep as ‘deep’ (?2 (1) = 8.0, p < 0.01), ‘long’ (?2 (1) = 8.6, p < 0.01), ‘uninterrupted’ (?2

(1) = 5.6, p < 0.05) and ‘still’ (?2 (1) = 24.4, p < 0.001) and/or as having ‘many dreams’ (?2 (1) =8.8, p < 0.01) compared to non-
carer control subjects. There were no significant differences in the reported total hours slept per night, the total number of 
reported waking times during the night, or reasons for awakening.

Motor activity

More patients than non-carers reported experiencing a painful muscle cramps in the arms or legs causing them to wake up at 
night (p < 0.01) and repeated jerking or twitching of the arms or legs during sleep (?2 (1) = 10.3, p < 0.001), as well as fidgeting 
a lot in bed (?2 (1) = 27.5, p < 0.001). Furthermore, more patients reported wandering about at night compared to non-carer 
control subjects (p < 0.05), especially in more advanced cases.

Abnormal nocturnal behaviour

More patients than control subjects reported acting out dreams (p < 0.05) and/or injuring themselves or others whilst dreaming 
compared to the combined control group (p < 0.01). This was not related to disease severity.

Other aspects of disturbed sleep

More patients reported getting mentally agitated at night (p < 0.05) compared to non-carer control subjects and more patients 
appeared to suffer from nocturia (?2 (1) = 4.9; p < 0.05).

A number of aspects of night-time behaviour (numbness, paresthesae or formication of the legs causing sleep problems, or 
waking up early in the morning with stiff and painful arms or legs) did not differ between HD and control groups, nor were there 
any differences in sleep apnoea, dreaming, early morning wakening or daytime somnolence and napping.

In the questionnaire, several questions appeared to show an increased response associated with disease severity using the 
UHDRS total motor scores of 0-20 compared to those with scores of 41-60, see Table 3. These questions might in the first 
instance appear to suggest that they could be sensitive to disease progression, however given the cross-sectional nature of the 
study, longitudinal conclusions regarding disease progression cannot be made at this point. In addition to this, it is important to 
note that the UHDRS motor score is weighted towards the measurement of chorea in patients and this be reflected in questions 
involving, for example, fidgeting.
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g) Uninterrupted 26.5 42.0 (0.10) 46. (0.02)* 44. (0.02)*
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(Questions 13, 16, 18, 19, 21-23, 25, 26, 30-33, 35-41).
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A significantly greater proportion of HD patients compared to control subjects reported; difficulty in (i) falling asleep (?2 (1) = 9.7, 
p < 0.01); (ii) maintaining sleep (?2 (1) = 7.3, p < 0.01); (iii) taking an hour or more to get to sleep (?2 (1) = 5.4, p < 0.05); (iv) 
needing ‘more sleep’ over the past 5 years (?2 (1) = 3.7, p < 0.05); (v) being awake for long periods during the night (?2 (1) = 
3.8, p < 0.05); (vi) ‘often’ being awake at night but asleep during the day (?2 (1) = 7.9, p < 0.01) and (vii) waking up early in the 
morning, unable to go back to sleep (?2 (1) = 5.7, p < 0.05), compared to non-carer control subjects. The patient mean (range) 
Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) score was ‘minimal’ according to the BDI criteria, at 6.9 (0 – 24) and it is therefore unlikely that 
depression was influencing sleep in the majority of individuals. Unfortunately the BDI was not administered to control subjects in 
parallel to the sleep questionnaire; therefore the extent to which depression is affecting the scores of control subjects is 
unknown. Fewer patients described their sleep as ‘deep’ (?2 (1) = 8.0, p < 0.01), ‘long’ (?2 (1) = 8.6, p < 0.01), ‘uninterrupted’ (?2

(1) = 5.6, p < 0.05) and ‘still’ (?2 (1) = 24.4, p < 0.001) and/or as having ‘many dreams’ (?2 (1) =8.8, p < 0.01) compared to non-
carer control subjects. There were no significant differences in the reported total hours slept per night, the total number of 
reported waking times during the night, or reasons for awakening.

Motor activity

More patients than non-carers reported experiencing a painful muscle cramps in the arms or legs causing them to wake up at 
night (p < 0.01) and repeated jerking or twitching of the arms or legs during sleep (?2 (1) = 10.3, p < 0.001), as well as fidgeting 
a lot in bed (?2 (1) = 27.5, p < 0.001). Furthermore, more patients reported wandering about at night compared to non-carer 
control subjects (p < 0.05), especially in more advanced cases.

Abnormal nocturnal behaviour

More patients than control subjects reported acting out dreams (p < 0.05) and/or injuring themselves or others whilst dreaming 
compared to the combined control group (p < 0.01). This was not related to disease severity.

Other aspects of disturbed sleep

More patients reported getting mentally agitated at night (p < 0.05) compared to non-carer control subjects and more patients 
appeared to suffer from nocturia (?2 (1) = 4.9; p < 0.05).

A number of aspects of night-time behaviour (numbness, paresthesae or formication of the legs causing sleep problems, or 
waking up early in the morning with stiff and painful arms or legs) did not differ between HD and control groups, nor were there 
any differences in sleep apnoea, dreaming, early morning wakening or daytime somnolence and napping.

In the questionnaire, several questions appeared to show an increased response associated with disease severity using the 
UHDRS total motor scores of 0-20 compared to those with scores of 41-60, see Table 3. These questions might in the first 
instance appear to suggest that they could be sensitive to disease progression, however given the cross-sectional nature of the 
study, longitudinal conclusions regarding disease progression cannot be made at this point. In addition to this, it is important to 
note that the UHDRS motor score is weighted towards the measurement of chorea in patients and this be reflected in questions 
involving, for example, fidgeting.
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motor activity (Questions 14, 15, 17, 24) abnormal nocturnal behaviour (Questions 27, 28) and other aspects of disturbed sleep 
(Questions 13, 16, 18, 19, 21-23, 25, 26, 30-33, 35-41).
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A significantly greater proportion of HD patients compared to control subjects reported; difficulty in (i) falling asleep (?2 (1) = 9.7, 
p < 0.01); (ii) maintaining sleep (?2 (1) = 7.3, p < 0.01); (iii) taking an hour or more to get to sleep (?2 (1) = 5.4, p < 0.05); (iv) 
needing ‘more sleep’ over the past 5 years (?2 (1) = 3.7, p < 0.05); (v) being awake for long periods during the night (?2 (1) = 
3.8, p < 0.05); (vi) ‘often’ being awake at night but asleep during the day (?2 (1) = 7.9, p < 0.01) and (vii) waking up early in the 
morning, unable to go back to sleep (?2 (1) = 5.7, p < 0.05), compared to non-carer control subjects. The patient mean (range) 
Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) score was ‘minimal’ according to the BDI criteria, at 6.9 (0 – 24) and it is therefore unlikely that 
depression was influencing sleep in the majority of individuals. Unfortunately the BDI was not administered to control subjects in 
parallel to the sleep questionnaire; therefore the extent to which depression is affecting the scores of control subjects is 
unknown. Fewer patients described their sleep as ‘deep’ (?2 (1) = 8.0, p < 0.01), ‘long’ (?2 (1) = 8.6, p < 0.01), ‘uninterrupted’ (?2

(1) = 5.6, p < 0.05) and ‘still’ (?2 (1) = 24.4, p < 0.001) and/or as having ‘many dreams’ (?2 (1) =8.8, p < 0.01) compared to non-
carer control subjects. There were no significant differences in the reported total hours slept per night, the total number of 
reported waking times during the night, or reasons for awakening.

Motor activity

More patients than non-carers reported experiencing a painful muscle cramps in the arms or legs causing them to wake up at 
night (p < 0.01) and repeated jerking or twitching of the arms or legs during sleep (?2 (1) = 10.3, p < 0.001), as well as fidgeting 
a lot in bed (?2 (1) = 27.5, p < 0.001). Furthermore, more patients reported wandering about at night compared to non-carer 
control subjects (p < 0.05), especially in more advanced cases.

Abnormal nocturnal behaviour

More patients than control subjects reported acting out dreams (p < 0.05) and/or injuring themselves or others whilst dreaming 
compared to the combined control group (p < 0.01). This was not related to disease severity.

Other aspects of disturbed sleep

More patients reported getting mentally agitated at night (p < 0.05) compared to non-carer control subjects and more patients 
appeared to suffer from nocturia (?2 (1) = 4.9; p < 0.05).

A number of aspects of night-time behaviour (numbness, paresthesae or formication of the legs causing sleep problems, or 
waking up early in the morning with stiff and painful arms or legs) did not differ between HD and control groups, nor were there 
any differences in sleep apnoea, dreaming, early morning wakening or daytime somnolence and napping.

In the questionnaire, several questions appeared to show an increased response associated with disease severity using the 
UHDRS total motor scores of 0-20 compared to those with scores of 41-60, see Table 3. These questions might in the first 
instance appear to suggest that they could be sensitive to disease progression, however given the cross-sectional nature of the 
study, longitudinal conclusions regarding disease progression cannot be made at this point. In addition to this, it is important to 
note that the UHDRS motor score is weighted towards the measurement of chorea in patients and this be reflected in questions 
involving, for example, fidgeting.
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Table 3. Percentage of patients in different disease stages (UHDRS 0-20, 21-40 and >40) who responded as having a 
disturbance of sleep in the question given.

UHDRS motor score

0-20 (n=24) 21-40 (n=25) 41+ (n=17)

Question (%) number of responses

4. On average, how many hours of sleep do you have per night? 16.7 16.0 5.9

5. How long does it usually take you to fall asleep?  One hour or more 12.5 32.0 29.4

6. How many times do you awaken in a typical nights sleep? 12.5 12.0 11.8

7. Amount of sleep needed changed over 5 years?  I need more 29.2 36.0 47.1

8. Have difficulty falling asleep at night? 29.2 44.0 35.3

9. Have difficulty staying asleep at night? 29.2 40.0 29.4

10. Wake up for long periods during the night? 25.0 28.0 35.3

11. Wake up early in the morning, unable to return to sleep? 29.2 40.0 41.2

12. Wake up in the night due to full bladder? 41.7 32.0 23.5

14. Repeated jerking/twitching of arms or legs during sleep? 12.5 44.0 52.9

15. Painful muscle cramps in arms or legs that wake you? 25.0 24.0 29.4

18. Get very agitated at night? 29.2 12.0 11.8

24. Fidget a lot in bed? 45.8 72.0 64.7

27. Act out dreams? 16.7 4.0 17.6

29. c) Describe your sleep? Short 37.5 28.0 11.8

29. j) Describe your sleep? Restless 41.7 52.0 23.5

34. Find you are awake at night, asleep during day? 8.3 16.0 29.4

Scoring system validation

The questionnaire was scored to obtain a sleep disturbance score. There was a significant difference between the mean of total 
sleep disturbance scores in patients and each of the control groups (p < 0.001) and between carer and non-carer control groups 
(p < 0.001; Figure 1). A univariate analysis of variance test revealed a significantly different distribution of individual sleep 
scores in patients compared to control subjects (f (2,163) = 21.24, p < 0.0001). Further post hoc tests (Dunnett test) showed 
that there were significant differences between the distribution of patient scores and both control groups (p < 0.0001; Figure 2). 
This is consistent with the fact that a greater proportion of neurologically normal individuals gained low scores, compared to 
those of the patients.

As a result of these findings, we recommend that the questionnaire be used by clinicians and that out of a total score of 19 
points, scores of (0 – 3) represent the ‘normal’ range whilst, scores of (4 – 6) reflect ‘mild’ and scores of 7 and above indicate a 
‘significant’ sleep disturbance which may merit further investigation and/or treatment by the clinician.
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Fig. 1: Means of sleep disturbance scores in patients, non-carer controls and carer controls (*** p
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10. Wake up for long periods during the night? 25.0 28.0 35.3

11. Wake up early in the morning, unable to return to sleep? 29.2 40.0 41.2

12. Wake up in the night due to full bladder? 41.7 32.0 23.5

14. Repeated jerking/twitching of arms or legs during sleep? 12.5 44.0 52.9

15. Painful muscle cramps in arms or legs that wake you? 25.0 24.0 29.4

18. Get very agitated at night? 29.2 12.0 11.8

24. Fidget a lot in bed? 45.8 72.0 64.7

27. Act out dreams? 16.7 4.0 17.6

29. c) Describe your sleep? Short 37.5 28.0 11.8

29. j) Describe your sleep? Restless 41.7 52.0 23.5

34. Find you are awake at night, asleep during day? 8.3 16.0 29.4

Scoring system validation

The questionnaire was scored to obtain a sleep disturbance score. There was a significant difference between the mean of total 
sleep disturbance scores in patients and each of the control groups (p < 0.001) and between carer and non-carer control groups 
(p < 0.001; Figure 1). A univariate analysis of variance test revealed a significantly different distribution of individual sleep 
scores in patients compared to control subjects (f (2,163) = 21.24, p < 0.0001). Further post hoc tests (Dunnett test) showed 
that there were significant differences between the distribution of patient scores and both control groups (p < 0.0001; Figure 2). 
This is consistent with the fact that a greater proportion of neurologically normal individuals gained low scores, compared to 
those of the patients.

As a result of these findings, we recommend that the questionnaire be used by clinicians and that out of a total score of 19 
points, scores of (0 – 3) represent the ‘normal’ range whilst, scores of (4 – 6) reflect ‘mild’ and scores of 7 and above indicate a 
‘significant’ sleep disturbance which may merit further investigation and/or treatment by the clinician.
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Fig. 2: The frequency distribution of sleep disturbance scores ranging from normal, mild and moderate-severe 
sleep disturbance, in (a) patients, (b) carer and (c) non-carer control groups.

Discussion

A cross-sectional study of 66 patients with HD using a disease focused questionnaire on sleep revealed several findings. Firstly, 
a significantly greater proportion of HD patients reported difficulty in falling asleep and took longer to get to sleep than non-carer 
control subjects, in agreement with previous findings of increased sleep onset latency in HD [12][19]. Further analysis did not 
reveal any significant differences in the reported total hours slept per night, even though historically actual amounts are reported 
to differ in HD [20][21]. Secondly more patients reported having difficulty staying asleep at night and fewer patients described 
their sleep as satisfactory, which agrees with previous studies reporting a disorder of initiating and maintaining sleep [12], as 
well as increased wakefulness after sleep onset and decreased sleep efficiency [18][16][17][12]. Thirdly, more patients than non-
carers reported experiencing repeated jerking or twitching of the arms or legs during sleep, as well as fidgeting a lot in bed, with 
more patients reported wandering about at night compared to non-carer control subjects. These results support previous 
findings of heightened nocturnal activity in patients with HD compared to control subjects [17]. This could be due to chorea 
although traditionally CNS-derived movement disorders are said to stop during sleep, although this may only be true for REM 
sleep. Finally, more patients than control subjects reported acting out dreams and/or injuring themselves or others whilst 
dreaming compared to the combined control group. suggesting a REM behaviour disorder [22][23] (as defined by the 
International Classification of Sleep Disorders (ICSD, 1990)). This disorder has been reported to precede or to co-occur with 
other neurodegenerative disorders and especially with the ?-synucleinopathies such as Parkinson’s disease [24][25] and 
Multiple System Atrophy(MSA) [26], but may also be a feature of HD. Indeed, a recent paper reported a 12% prevalence (three 
out of 25 HD patients) as having REM behaviour disorder [27].

A number of aspects of night-time behaviour did not differ between HD and control groups including sensory symptoms in the 
legs suggestive of RLS, waking up with stiff and painful arms or legs; parasomnias; symptoms of sleep apnoea; upsetting 
dreaming or daytime somnolence.

The current mainstay assessment of patients with HD is the Unified Huntington’s Disease Rating Scale (UHDRS), 
Independence Score, Total Functional Capacity and Total Functional Assessment, none of which includes questions relating to 
sleep. A suitable questionnaire or scale on sleep would be an extremely helpful addition in the assessment process given the 
abnormalities we found and those reported in previous studies. For this reason we devised a novel, convenient, simple scoring 
system utilising a sleep questionnaire which gives a single ‘total points’ score that could be used to give a level of sleep 
disturbance. This new questionnaire was validated retrospectively by calculating each respondent’s total HD sleep score and 
showed a significant difference between the mean total sleep scores in patients, compared to each of the control groups. As a 
result, we propose that scores of less than three points be considered ‘normal’, whilst scores between four and six reflect ‘mild’ 
sleep disturbance and scores of seven and above may potentially indicate a ‘significant’ sleep disturbance that merit further 
investigation and/or treatment. In our cohort, 35.3% of HD had mild disturbance whilst 26.5% had severe abnormalities, 
compared to 13.3% and 3.3% respectively, in the normal control population. Although our scoring system assigned scores to 
only a subset of the questions, we suggest that the questionnaire should be administered in its entirety for three reasons. First, it 
is short; second, the patient cannot predict which questions will be scored, and finally some of the non-scored questions will 
give the clinician qualitative data about sleep quality on the patient that may be empirically helpful.

Whilst this study has revealed a number of abnormalities of sleep in HD through the use of a novel questionnaire, there are 
several limitations to this study. The first is that our questionnaire has not been validated in other larger groups of patients over 
time and has only been given to HD patients and ‘control subjects’. It would be informative to see the profile of responses to the 
questionnaire in other neurodegenerative disorders, such as Parkinson’s disease and Alzheimer’s disease to ascertain whether 
or not the questionnaire has any disease specificity. In this respect, further comparisons are needed, including comparisons with 
control populations to investigate the effects of depression and medication on the sleep questionnaire score and pattern of 
abnormalities. Finally, our questionnaire is self-reported and HD patients are known to lack insight [28] and thus may not 
provide an accurate assessment of their situation. However, since HD patients are more likely to underestimate rather than 
overestimate the extent of their problems, the findings identified by the questionnaire may in fact be more marked than reported.
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sleep disturbance, in (a) patients, (b) carer and (c) non-carer control groups.
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legs suggestive of RLS, waking up with stiff and painful arms or legs; parasomnias; symptoms of sleep apnoea; upsetting 
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Independence Score, Total Functional Capacity and Total Functional Assessment, none of which includes questions relating to 
sleep. A suitable questionnaire or scale on sleep would be an extremely helpful addition in the assessment process given the 
abnormalities we found and those reported in previous studies. For this reason we devised a novel, convenient, simple scoring 
system utilising a sleep questionnaire which gives a single ‘total points’ score that could be used to give a level of sleep 
disturbance. This new questionnaire was validated retrospectively by calculating each respondent’s total HD sleep score and 
showed a significant difference between the mean total sleep scores in patients, compared to each of the control groups. As a 
result, we propose that scores of less than three points be considered ‘normal’, whilst scores between four and six reflect ‘mild’ 
sleep disturbance and scores of seven and above may potentially indicate a ‘significant’ sleep disturbance that merit further 
investigation and/or treatment. In our cohort, 35.3% of HD had mild disturbance whilst 26.5% had severe abnormalities, 
compared to 13.3% and 3.3% respectively, in the normal control population. Although our scoring system assigned scores to 
only a subset of the questions, we suggest that the questionnaire should be administered in its entirety for three reasons. First, it 
is short; second, the patient cannot predict which questions will be scored, and finally some of the non-scored questions will 
give the clinician qualitative data about sleep quality on the patient that may be empirically helpful.

Whilst this study has revealed a number of abnormalities of sleep in HD through the use of a novel questionnaire, there are 
several limitations to this study. The first is that our questionnaire has not been validated in other larger groups of patients over 
time and has only been given to HD patients and ‘control subjects’. It would be informative to see the profile of responses to the 
questionnaire in other neurodegenerative disorders, such as Parkinson’s disease and Alzheimer’s disease to ascertain whether 
or not the questionnaire has any disease specificity. In this respect, further comparisons are needed, including comparisons with 
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provide an accurate assessment of their situation. However, since HD patients are more likely to underestimate rather than 
overestimate the extent of their problems, the findings identified by the questionnaire may in fact be more marked than reported.
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In conclusion, significantly more HD patients were found to experience abnormalities of sleep than control subjects using a 
novel Sleep Questionnaire which can be easily administered in the clinical assessment of patients. Identification of a 
disturbance in sleep and circadian rhythm in HD is of great consequence as a disruption of the sleep-wake axis has been found 
to result in a broad range of interconnected pathologies [29][30] including poor vigilance and memory [31][32][33] reduced 
mental and physical reaction times [34][35] reduced motivation, depression [36][29] and metabolic abnormalities [37][38]. 
Disturbed sleep in HD may therefore contribute to the deterioration of the patient’s ability to do activities of daily living and have 
a significantly deleterious effect on the quality of life of both patients and carers. In this respect, studies to investigate the effects 
of pharmacological manipulation of sleep disturbances in HD are needed and this questionnaire may provide one convenient 
tool by which the efficacy of such studies can be assessed.
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